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GREENLAND, 1950 

PART 2 

BY C. G. M. SLESSER 

PERNIVIK the summer place is, as its name implies, not 
the scene ·of habitation. The Greenlanders visit it only in the 
summer for shooting ptarmigan, but it was once used as a base 

for seal hunting. It forms a symmetrical diamond 20 miles wide, and 
at its highest point rises to just over 7,ooo ft. at Paulus Peak (2,101 m.), 
ascended first by two British students in 1939, and again by Danish 
surveyors in 1949. From the west one has the impression of steep
sided but unspectacular peaks, for the perimeter mountains are not 
well formed in comparison with the interior. 

On the morning of August 22, we got our first good view of Upernivik 
Island lying eight miles across the sea from Ubekenjdt Island, where 
we were arranging our supplies and repairing kit at our expedition 
base. We were also wondering just where to go. Tennent who had 
hurt his leg earlier, had just been informed by the local doctor that it 
was fractured, so this now· left us with·a party of two, and our mountain-
eering strength was seriously depleted in more ways than one. We 
chose therefore a site at the snout of the Kungulertussoq glacier, the 
most northerly of a series of east-west transverse glacier systems, 
which in one case spanned the island and made possible a glacier 
traverse, first accomplished by Dre:ver in 1939. His· report at that 
tim.e indicated fine peaks to the north, and hence our choice of 
position. 

A boat belonging to the Greenland Geological Survey landed Trevor 
Ransley and myself at Kungulertussoq ' the place of the cabbages '
where we confirmed their absence and settled down to ,review our 
surroundings. Here a steep glacier descended from the interior, 
terminating 100 yards from the sea, where a delta was formed, 
giving the water a turbidity in marked contrast to the clearness else
where. . . 

Our site was a beautiful one, situated on the north side of the moraine 
in a little sheltered and flowering green hollow, with a tiny burn and a 
sandy shore in front, littered with ice fragments. Beyond lay Karrats 
fiord, whose burden of icebergs would sparkle and reflect the sun in the 
afternoon, or stand out starkly in the evening like castles, as the .sun set 
on the distant peninsula of Svartenhuk. 

After pitching camp and arranging stocks, we set forth early that 
afternoon on reconnaissance. I think it was a memorable day for both 
of us:. For the past weeks we had been among mountains, yet always 
had the burden-of a pack or sledge, and were always in sight of, but 
not in, the interesting areas. Now less encumbered and with no fixeq 
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intention, we could explore. \Ve ascended the glacier on a grand sur
face, well drained by innumerable water channels. On either side lay 
fine chocolate crags, warm and inviting. As we gained height, far tops, 
pinnacled and remote, came into view, while to the south the easy snow
caps gave way to ridges, and then quite suddenly we came upon the 
corrie of the north face of Paulus Peak, which, in tremendous contrast 
to the easy southern slopes, fell a full 3,500 ft. of ice-seamed cliff to its 
snow basin. The north-east ridge could only be likened to the Peteret 
ridge of Mont Blanc, and though smaller, it was certainly steeper. We 
were staggered. We had wanted peaks, but not such peaks. 

As we crossed to the north side of the glacier at 3 ,ooo ft. to look for a 
camp site on the moraine there gradually came into sight an even finer 
view. There, lying five miles distant at the head of the glacier, rose a · 
great white mountain, visible to us only as two cuspoid snow ridges 
culminating in a rocky pinnacle, and cradling great ice precipices. 
Neither of us had before seen such an aesthetically perfect mountain. 
It was reminiscent of the Zinal Rothorn, even to its slight list to one 
side. We saw other peaks from there, but could recollect little of them, 
and that night as we descended we thought and talked only of that peak. 

On the morning of the 24th we woke to find the W<?rld once again 
bathed in sunshine, and speedily struck camp, and made for our high
level base with its food dump. Here on a little moss patch between 
the moraine and the mountainside we watched the white peak
Kakartoq Napasudleraq turn to flame and then die. 

The first light was catching its summit as we left camp at 5.20 next 
morning and made up the glacier to its base. Dry glacier gave way to 
snow-covered ice, but the iron-hard surface made crossing of the 
crevasses simple enough, so that by 8 A.M. we were at the base at 
5 ,ooo ft. There is little to say of the climb but that it was pure pleasure. 
We ascended the north-west ridge, first up a narrow crest of rock and 
snow, then a broader section and flatter, with huge southern cornices ; 
and steeply up again, narrowing to a gendarme; Here at 6,300 ft. 
in a cleft we were able to see right down the tremendous north face, 
viciously steep, across to the inner fiords, audibly groaning from their 
load of icebergs, even to the distant plateau above the Rinks basin, the 
scene of our recent labours. 

Perhaps we lingered longer than necessary for above lay a snow
covered ice arete, of a steepness we were both unacquainted with. Its 
knife edge arose like the edge of a scalloped shell in three sweeps. The 
technicalities were few. Either the snow held, or it didn't, for to_ cut 
steps would have required a labour of Hercules. To our right the 
hanging ice looked magnificent. With a mutual promise to jump, if 
necessary, over opposite sides of the arete we pushed off, and my only 
recollection is that at one point after crossing a crevasse on the arete, and 
looking back and down at my companion, I inwardly noted the curious 
perfection on the alignment of the top of his head, a lower snow ·col, 
and the sea 6,500 ft. below. Yet the sea lay no more than a mile and 
a half away on the map. 
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The summit rocks proved a grand finale, and there was an unforget
table sense of exhilaration ·as we climbed on to the final block, smooth as 
a billiard table, and no larger. 

We were now in a position to witness a scene that must be unique 
to Greenland. North, east and especially south lay peak upon peak, 
ice-caps, fantastic aiguilles, and the exaggerated differences between 
south faces almost bare of snow, and north faces encased in ice. All 
around lay sea : sometimes vast expanses stretching limitlessly to the 
west into the Davis Strait, sometimes a narrow channel threading miles 
inland through sheer faces to the great glaciers coming down from the 
inland ice, to the ice-cap of Greenland itself, a plateau without a horizon, 
and above all, to the beautiful peninsula-hemmed Umanak fiord, placid 
and like a father paternally embracing the innumerable smaller fiords 
and the roaring rivers of the distant ice-capped Nuggsuaq peninsula. 

Perhaps the strangest part of the scene was the clarity. Here at 
7 ,ooo ft. in the Arctic sky, out of the sun it was cold. The humidity 
must have b~en incredibly low. With varying. cloud effects, we vvere to 
experience these conditions on all our U pernivik ascents. 

This success on our first virgin peak indnced us to try next day one of 
two fine conjugated rock peaks, which we named Castor and Pollux. 
An interesting route on warm rocks and icy chimneys developed, but 
the one outstanding point with this mountain was its tremendous 
north face, which fell 6,700 ft. to the sea at an average angle of 50°. 
The first 3,ooo ft. of that snow-plastered slab were indeed vertiginous. 

After an interval of .bad weather, the arrival of more supplies and Dr. 
Drever with a native porter and factotum for us, we once again ascended 
to the upper base. Here Joe, our Greenlander, became cook, though a 
bad one, since he could. never grasp the fundamentals of making pemmi
can dishes palatable. One morning he badly burnt our pemmican 
porridge, and tired of our inappreciation of his efforts he retired and 
sulked. However, in a few minutes, taking his courage in both hands, 
he explained to us that he was a hunter' not a cook. we took him at his 
word, and asked him if he could rustle up some ptarmigan for supper. 
Yes, indeed. That would be easy, and he proceeded to ask how many we 
should like. We settled on two each. Well I remember coming back 
late that evening from an unsuccessful attempt on Inugsuq. Our 
conversation centred solely round the methods we would adopt in 
cooking these ptarmigan ' akishioq ' as J oe called them. Strangely 
we never doubted his boast. But there were none, and Joe's excuse 
was that there were none to be had. Again we believed him. Next 
morning, whilst we sat in the sun breakfasting, a flock of twenty circled 
twice overhead and then settled down on the morain~ 20 yards off, so 
Joe had no option but to show t1;S his prowess. Not one did he hit, and 
the ptarmigan is by no means an easily scared bird. One could almost 
see the mocking expression on their beaks. We, of course, roared with 
pitiless laughter, and so in the end did J oe. Thereafter he was a better 
cook, but took care to recover his reputation by shooting us a ptarmigan 
as soon as we reached lower levels. It is typical of these· folk. They 
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love the prestige of being attached to foreign expeditions; they have a 
certain snobbery, and yet above all a great simplicity and a fathomless · 
well of humour. They have no fear, for their life does not permit it. 

We finished our stay on the island with two more ascents, the latter 
only after a second attempt. It proved the finest mountaineering 
expedition, and as a result of its length we were caught high up on the 
mountain in darkness, and perforce witnessed the tremendous contrast 
between the western sky of red and gold with the eastern where the 
earth's shadow on the Greenland ice-cap made a weird backdrop to the 
U pernivik peaks jutting out in ghostly luminescence. 

Upernivik Island is a compressed mountain area, rather like the 
Chamonix region in the Haute Savoie. Peaks and glaciers are smaller 
and yet certainly no easier. There must be thirty or more fine mountains 
here and in the neighbouring peninsula of Quique worthy of attention. 

· In every case it is a combination of rock, snow, and ice perfect moun
tains in miniature. Were it situated nearer civilisation it would be 
over-run, and therein lies possibly half its charm. 

Lying in the high latitudes, it experiences from June to September 
almost permanent anti-cyclonic conditions peculiar to the Disko and 
Umanak region of North-west Greenland. Indeed earlier than August 
it is questionable whether the glaciers would be feasible, for up to then 
there is continuous sunshine, and even at the period of our visit after 
mid-day the power of the sun on the glacier was such that we were 
often thigh deep in soft snow. It was impossible to locate crevasses by 
the normal methods. 

Here indeed is the playground for mountaineers with weather like 
the mountaineer's dream. The island is yours a.lone, to live in, and the 
world beyond is scarcely more populated. A land of seal and fresh cod, 
birds and wild growths, long days and frosty nights, and for the ears 
always the endless symphony of the moving ice. 
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